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Despite its obvious benefits, mechanical ventilation can 
inflict pulmonary structural damage [1] and destabilize 
hemodynamics [2]. Deleterious effects of mechanical 
ventilation—collectively known as ventilator-induced 
lung injury (VILI)—include inflammatory infiltration 
and vascular permeability, hyaline membrane formation, 
and pulmonary edema [3]. Interactive mechanical forces 
prompt biophysical, biochemical, and biomolecular 
alterations that ultimately lead to VILI [4]. Repeated non-
physiological stretching of lung tissue can release inflam-
matory mediators, alter gene expression, and either 
upregulate or downregulate synthesis of several extracel-
lular matrix proteins [5]. Therefore, understanding the 
physiological and biological consequences of mechani-
cal ventilation and becoming familiar with logical clinical 
strategies intended to prevent and minimize lung dam-
age are important clinical goals. These cannot be studied 
directly at the bedside for obvious ethical and logistical 
reasons. Yet, over the past two decades, the experimental 
laboratory has provided the needed guidance to develop 
approaches and equipment modifications essential to 
VILI prevention.

Animal models continue to elucidate mechanisms 
underlying the complex pathophysiology of VILI, aiding 
immeasurably in developing preventative and therapeu-
tic approaches. Important factors upon which to focus 
when selecting an animal model of VILI include availabil-
ity, cost, public opinion regarding the conduct of animal 
research (e.g., feelings toward dogs or primates compared 
to rodents), the number of animals that should be used, 

and the availability of species-specific reagents to meas-
ure inflammatory mediators, receptors, or other proteins 
[6]. Different species are best suited to different study 
objectives; if survival is the primary outcome of interest, 
rodents provide an ideal option, since large numbers are 
required. Mouse models of injury have specific reagents 
available and can be genetically modified. Conversely, 
if invasive monitoring or multiple blood samples are 
required, large animals share similarities of chest anat-
omy and mechanical properties with humans and pro-
vide easier anatomic access and adequate blood volumes. 
So far, no available animal model perfectly mimics cer-
tain key aspects of human VILI, limiting the breadth of 
our understanding and impeding rapid extrapolation of 
findings to the clinical setting. For example, the intensity 
and evolution of VILI differ between experimental and 
human studies. Importantly, most animal models do not 
receive therapies, such as fluid intake, which influence 
outcomes in humans. Despite such limitations, precise 
regulation of the components of the mechanical stimulus 
and the monitoring of their effects in animal models has 
enabled acquisition of detailed mechanistic knowledge of 
undeniable clinical import [7].

Recent laboratory discoveries
Mechanical forces
The experimental setting allows investigation of purely 
mechanical (wounding and signaling) stimuli on tis-
sue responses. Furthermore, mechanical forces can be 
explored over wide ranges and under conditions that 
would be neither feasible nor ethical in human patients. 
Some of these contributors, e.g. PEEP [8], may have 
protective or damaging influence, depending on range 
and biological substrate. Ventilation patterns have been 
explored both in small and large animals, which differ 
in their susceptibility to mechanical stresses and strain 
depending on size, age, and pre-existing inflammatory 
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state. Transpulmonary pressures, differing regional 
tidal excursions, and associated injury potentials have 
been measured in large animals, confirming the impor-
tance of local chest wall properties to VILI hazard [9]. 
The benefit of prone positioning for leveling the dis-
tribution of transpulmonary pressures and reducing 
gravitationally dependent VILI has been demonstrated 
clearly in healthy large animals and in models of pre-
injury [10].

Recent work has made clear that surpassing minimum 
thresholds for tidal stress and strain may be required to 
initiating lung injury in healthy as well as pre-injured 
lungs [4, 11] and that both static and dynamic stresses 
impact the actual strains experienced at the cellular level 
[7]. Micromechanical amplifiers of stress include geo-
metric heterogeneity within the parenchyma, differential 
viscoelastance and rates of parenchymal expansion, and 
progressive loading due to dropout of weaker stress-bear-
ing matrix fibrils as tidal cycling proceeds (If unrelieved 
or interrupted, the latter process may eventuate cata-
strophic alveolar barrier breakdown.). The propagation 
of parenchymal injury and the inflammatory process can 
now be traced by advanced imaging techniques. Accentu-
ated surface forces develop at the boundary of closed and 
open lung units, inciting inflammation. Such phenomena 
have been especially well demonstrated during repeated 
tidal opening and closing of small airways [4]. In that set-
ting, the importance of surfactant depletion and shear-
ing related to fluid movements have been experimentally 
verified, as has the protective effect of PEEP.

A series of ongoing studies have demonstrated that 
each individual element of tidal energy and power, even 
PEEP, contributes to tissue damage (albeit with different 
potency and effect) if it is applied above the aforemen-
tioned injury threshold [8, 11]. With that proviso, total 
power—the product of minute ventilation with the sum 
of flow resistive, tidal expansive, and baseline pressures—
is a single integrating variable with the potential to track 
VILI risk [11, 12]. Predictably, duration of a damaging 
ventilation pattern influences eventual injury expres-
sion. Interrupting the monotony of passive cycling with 
“noisy” or biologically variable ventilation appears to 
confer some protection [13].

Nonmechanical forces
Nonmechanical factors condition the injury resulting 
from an adverse ventilation pattern. These include vascu-
lar pressures and flows, body temperature,  PaO2,  PCO2 
and tissue pH (Fig. 1). Exactly similar patterns of inflation 
may cause radically different severities and types of VILI 
expression depending on the environment in which they 
occur.

The injury process is an ongoing competition between 
injurious with adaptive and reparative forces. The latter 
have been relatively little studied and are currently under 
investigation. At the cellular level, confocal microscopy 
has demonstrated lipid trafficking to the cellular sur-
face that attenuates modest degrees of boundary stretch, 
deformation, and signaling. Very recent work in animal 
experiments has also shown that recruiting pressures 

Fig. 1 Different factors associated with ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI). PEEP positive end-expiratory pressure, P-SILI patient self-inflicted lung 
injury
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reached gradually over longer intervals are better toler-
ated than those applied abruptly [14]. Similarly, poten-
tially injurious patterns of tidal stress may cause less 
damage if gradually escalated over time [15]. Recent 
experiments conducted in large animals have opened a 
new area of inquiry by demonstrating that slowing the 
initial release of ventilating pressures may attenuate the 
risk of VILI and improve hemodynamic tolerance [16].

Future research directions
Numerous questions regarding the safety of mechani-
cal ventilation remain to be explored in animal models. 
Foremost among these are projects to refine the compo-
nents of power as VILI risk factors, define time-depend-
ent thresholds for mechanical injury, explore expiratory 
events in VILI causation, and precisely determine the 
codependence of clinician-modifiable mechanical and 
non-mechanical influences (such as fluid loading) on 
VILI. The contributions of the vascular side of the alve-
olar-capillary barrier to VILI requires additional explora-
tion, as emphasized by the unique challenges presented 
by the vaso-centricity of COVID-19 pneumonia. Easing 
the abruptness of pattern transitions, as well as modify-
ing the flow patterns of both inspiration and expiration, 
hold considerable potential to mitigate the risk of VILI. 
Multiple unresolved issues remain regarding how best to 
differentiate acute lung injury from the additive insult of 
an adverse ventilation pattern, whether spontaneous or 
fully controlled. How best to track the emergence and 
progress of iatrogenic ventilation patterns is eminently 
worth investigating, as are the healing processes of adap-
tation and repair.
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